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SUMMARY __ __-. - _ -_c---. - ..- 

Results are presented. of a flight investigation conducted on 
a fighter-tya?e airplane to determine the factors which affect the 
loads and load distributions on the vertical tail surfaces in 
maneuvers. An analysis is made of the data obtained in steady 
flight, rudder kicks, and fishtail maneuvers. 

For the rudder kioks the significant loads were the "deflection 
load" resulting from an abrupt co&r01 deflection, and the "dynamic 
load" consisting of a load corresponding to the new static equilibrium 
condition for the rudder deflected plus a load due to a transient 
overshoot. The deflection load is proportionalto the angular 
acceleration which in turn is dependent upon the rate and amour&t 
of cont$ol deflection and upon the direational response character- 
istics of the airplane. The dynamic load had an angular acceleration 
load superimposed on it as a result of the rudder being reversed at 
the time of maximum sideslip. The critical loads on the rudder 
were associated with the deflection load, and those on the fin, 
with the dynamic load. 

The minimum time to reach the maxi~~mn control deflection 
attainable by the pilot in any flight condition was found to be ' 
a constant. 

. 

In the fishtail maneuvere, it was found that the pilot tends 
to deflect the rudder in phase with the natural frequency of the 
airplane. At the condition of resonance the load on the fin and 
that on the rudder are approximately 90° out of phase. The mximm 
loads measured in fishtails were the same ortier of magnitude as 
those from a rudder kick in which the rudder is returned to zero 

at the time of maximum sideslip. 

. 
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The problem of evolving methods for designing the tall surfaces 
of fighter-type airplanes for the dynamic effects which occur ln 
maneuvers has received rmrch attention in docent years. In the caao 
of the horizontal tail, methcds,?y which the leads may b-s determined 
for an arbitrary type of elevator Wtion'have been introduced 
(references 1 and 2) and the type of control deflection to be 
aasuuled in deelgn has been speotiled (reference 3). 

In the case of the vertical tall, however, the current design 
s~clflcatlons consider only steady-state conditicns for loads 
associated with a specified steady yaw or a epecifled rudder angle. 
Indications have been that the loads on the vertical tall are more 
critical in maneuvers than in steady-blight conditions. For lnstanae, 
in reference 4, crltical~vertical-tail lo&s In rolling pull-out 
maneuver8 were shown to be related tu the .rat$o of aileron power 
and the.statlc directional-stability derivative of the airplane; 
whereas,, in reference 5.the dynamic l%ds inabrupt rudder kicks 
or ln fishtail maneuvers wtire shown to reach IL&h values. For 
some -t+m.e, tlmrsfore, there has-existed a need for a systematic 
fglght lnvestlgaticn to evaluate the factors which lnflue&ze the 
vertical-tall 108~3~. 

The purpose of the present sap&r Is to present the results of' 
a flight Investigation of the'factors whloh aff&t the loads and 
the load dlstsibutlons on the vsrtl~al~+alJ. sq%ces lq,'rudder 
kicks andfishtail. maneuvers. An att&npt has been made,to isolate 
the effects of power; of speed, of ratij ~&iount,~-and dlrdction of 
control deflection, and of lnltial sidesliz. .Emphasis has been 
placed upon the presentation of the experimental result8 In the light 
of theoretical conslderatlons. 

s, rudder deflection angle, de&&s 

& 
.L 

maximum rate of rudder deflectloii, degrees per second 
. . * - 

"Ii elevator.deflectlon angle, degrees .' 
: . 

P sidesllp angle, degreea *. . 
- 

Fr pedal force, pounds t 
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NV normal force on vertical tail, 

$5, normal force on rudder, pcunds 

*f normal force on fin, pounds 

N v1 
N 
rl 

Nfl 
N 

v2 
Nr 2 

Nf2 

% 

cNr 

cNf 

3 

pounds 

first load peek on vertical tail, pounds . 

first load peak on rudder, pounds 

first load peak on fin, pounds 

second load peak on vertical tail, pounds 

second load peak on rudder, pounds 

second load peak on fin, pounds 

normal-force coefficient on vertical tail ‘NV 
> s 0 g 

normal-force coefficient on rudder EC 
(>- @V 

normal-force coefficient on fin 
4 ) 

'NL 

@I? 

With the foregoing symbols, the prefix 'A ,represents an 
increment; for msneuvers, it indicates the mbxiw increment measured 
from the initial steady-flight value; for stew sideslip, it . 
represents an increment measured from the trim value for wings 
level. 

v 

ve 

Sv 

xv 

Q 

IZ 

TP, 

airspeed, miles per hour 

equivalent airspeed, miles per hour 

total vertical tail area, square feet '. * : ., 
distance from center of gravity to rudder hinegs line '. 

(absolute value), feet 

dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot _ ;p"> . ( 
moment of inertia about Z-axis,.pob.nd-foot-second2 ' .. 

thrust coefficient (+v?D2) 
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T propeller thrust 

Qc torque caefficlent (Q/&W) 

Q propeller torque 

D propeller dime-tar 

b wing span, feet 

S wing area, square feet . . 

P presmro coefficient 

N’ yawing moinent , f.oc t -paun&s 

P 

cn 

mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 

yawing-moment coefficient,, tail-off ..(N'/qSb) 

c 

maximum yaw,ing veLoc!.ty, radiansper second 

angular aticeleration in yaw 

firstmaximunl engtiar acceleration in yaw, radians per second2 

second maxirmun anguler,accsleration in yaw, radians 
per second2 -' 

6 DDXimum pitching velocity, radians Ijer second 

first maximum angtiar acceleration in pitch,. radian6 
per second2 

.- 

At . Mme interval during which m7,neu.mr is allowed to continue 
before rudi!.e$ is returned to z&o, Beoonda. 

Lh .--. increment In a.ng.Sk of attack.cf' vertLc&l tail 

dC_, 
W 

rate.of chtige of,ya~~ing~~nt.coef~l~~.~~ with 
sideslip angle (tail off) '2 

m6asGed rate of-change of norrkl~force cceffidient on 
vertical tail with angle of sidealip~~ ticl$Lng the 
effect of rudder.'deflection 

1 .’ 

. 
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aa 
d8r 

rate of change of sideslip with change in rudder e@-e 
(from steaw sideslip masurerosnts) 

estimated rate of change of lift~coefficient k5th 
contrcl deflection for isolated vertical tail 
(1.10 per radian) 

0 
d3 
dUJV 

estimated rate of change of lift coefficient with 
angle of attack for isolated vertical tail (1.43 psr 
radian) 

estimated rudder effectiveness (0.77) 

DEE'INITICNS 

Deflection load: M.azxti~~ increment in load due to abrupt 
control deflection at tie start of nlanouver (first load peak). 

Dynamic load: Heximum increment in load including load due to 
the static balance condition for rudder deflected, load due to 
transient overshoot,, and load due to rudder reversal (second 
load psak). 

U-type control manipulation: Hypothetical conk01 manipulation 
in which both t?ne initial lcick and the return of rudder have the 
8s~ amount and rate of control deflection. 

Cw.tiFw .- The investigation was conducted on a modified 
K airplane which is a low-wing fi&tir airplane weighing 

about 8200 pounds and equipped with a V-l/10-Y4R Allison engine 
rated at 1000 horsepower at a pressure altitude of 10,800 feet. 
Figure 1 shows photographs of the test airplane and figure 2 
presents a three-view drawing and a list of some pertinent gecmetric 
characteristics. 

The military equipment, radio, end fuselage gas tanks were 
removed to permit the installation of the recording int3trument.s. 
The airplane was flow with a center-of-gravity location of 
29*5 percent of the man aerodynamic chord. 
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Tail surfaces.- In order to Improve the directional stability 
characteristics and to permit the hilot to fl;r mire easily -L??ou&h 
tie speed range with only one setting of the rudder4rim tab, a 
a fin extension was added (see fig. 3), and the fin offset was 
changed fron l&" c.- ieft to Oo offset as suggested in reference 6. 

The horizontel tail surfaces were unchanged with the exception 
of the fairing added at the juncture of Kzo fin and horizontal 
b3.1 ti cover the pressure lines. The amount of-protuberance of 
this fairiq is shown in the photogaphs of Pig~re 11. 

Ortf?tces were imtalled oppslte each .&her on the loft and 
right sides of the vertical te~3.1 at the locations shown in f3.W 5. 

FUgat-ipstru3mnts.- . -e- Instruments jnstalled to measure the 
differential pressures, the control forces, control deflections, 
and the motions of the alrp.lane were as follows: 

(1) Multicell. zanometers to measure ?he differential gressurws 
over the vertltcal. tail surface at-the pointe shown in r'ibure 5 

(2) An NACA airspeed recorder with the swivelling static head 
located approximately one chord forward of the ri@ilC wL.ng tig 
(Se8 fiC. l(a).) 

.(3) Control-f orce recorders which measured the forcee exerted 
by the pilot on t5.e stick (aileron and elevator) and on the rudder 
pedals 

(11.) NACA electrical cont-rol-positIon recorder-s whioh measured 
the elevator and rudder-control Tosltions at points on these controls 
new. the fuselage center Une 

(5) A sideslip-angle recorder mounted ap>roxinuztely one-half 
chord above and one chord fcrward 03 the left wing--tip (See 
fig. l(a).) 

(6) Accelermters which recorded transverse a@ normal 
accelerations at points 59 and 152 inches behind the center of 
gravity 

(7) Turnmeters which measurad the angular velocities in yaw, 
pitch, and roll 

(9 A t&er used to spnchroniee all records 

- 

L 
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Prior to each test the pilot noted the manifold pressure, the 
pressure altitude, the 5irspeed, and the cocbit settings of the 
rudder, elevator, and aileron trim talm. 

TEST PROGRAM 

The test pro@mn may be divided into three pmts: (1) tests 
conducted to obtain steady=-flight data, (2) tests in.which rudder 
kicks were made, a3ld (3) tests in which fishtail maneuver5 were m&e. 

Steady-fli&t runs.- Inasmuch as the vertical-tail loads on 
an aigplane m-z& to its steady sideslip chmacteristics, a 
number of stmdy-flight rune were made at various values of steady 
sideslip and speed, and at two power conditions. The data were 
recorded after the pilot had trim&. the airplane at the test 
condition. Runs were obtained through a speed range of 100 to 
3&I miles per hour with pvder on (power for level flight or rated 
power when necessary) and 100 to 220 mile5 per hour with power off. 

Rudder kicks.- ---.-- .Rudder kicks (single abrupt rudder deflections) 
B;ce useful in the study of the dSre%ional stability characteristic5 
of an airplane and for the investigation of the effect5 of rate, mcnmt, 
and direction of control deflection on the vertical-tail loada. 

A t&al of approximtely 50 left and right rudder kicks were 
made during which pressure distribution5 were measured. Of these 
runs approximately 30 were kick5 fron the wings-level condition 
and 20 wme kicks against an initial steady sideslip. The runs 
were made at speeds cf apprcxirmtely 100, 200, and 300 zliles per hour 
with power on and power off. ,The rudder kicks were perfomed at 
medium a;nd. fast rate5 from trimed flight. In addition, 70 rudder 
kicks in which loads were not maeured were found to be meful in 
the analysis. 

Fishtail mneuvers.- Fishtail mneuvers (periodic rudder 
oscillations) were &with power off and power on at speed5 
of 150 and 200 tiles per hour during which the pilot atbmpted to 
maximize the loads on the vertical tail. Aleo, runs were made 
at 150 miles pe r hour during which the pilot applied an abrupt 
rudder deflection against the swing at the time of mximq yawing 
velocity. A second pilot wa5 asked to perform mild fishtail 
maneuvers at speeds of 200, 250, 300, and 3'jo miles per hour. For 
this series the pilot was free tc use as mch coordination as he 
wished so that information would be obtained to evaluate the 
maneuver under such conditions. 
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MZTHODS 

j?ressure distributions.- The records used-in eval.uating the 
pressure distributions were read. at time values which would permit 
-&I accurate tize history to be represented. The chordwise integrations 
were performd in two parts so that the chordtise and spanwise 
loade could be obtained separately for t&e fin and rudder. A 
numericfi xmthod of 'obtaining the spanwise center of load on tb8 
fin was used. 

Other records.- Tne angle of sideslip for the steady sidealip 
resuII.ts was corrected for the effect cf Xnflow as detezmined frm 
the results of a calibratio~~ilight in which similar sideslip- 
angle recorders were installed on each Wing tip. This correct%on 
was not m&de for the 'sideslip an(?J~ :*.ecords in tie tim histories 
since only inormr~ntal ,vt.lues. were used.ir~.thg BJZ.&JS~S and the 
angle of inflow correction was nearly constant throughmt the 
maneuver. 

The only other corrections. made were .the compressibility 
correction to the airspeed and the correctLen to the rudder and 
el,evator angles far the a?munt .of trim tab deBlection required to 
keep the wings in level trim. 

The rate of control deflection and angul.ex~accelerations 
were obtained by mchanlca3~ different%ting the control deflection 
en& the angular-velocity records, respectively. 

Sc~aration of load componeSnn.- -The z~16tIhodof aepa$atfon of 
load components on the vertical tail was fouzd to be accornpllshed 
most COnVenient~ by considering the load to be made UT of ko 
coqonents: one neco5sary to balance the uns+table win$-fuselage 
yawing rnoIllant in sideslip and one due to yawing acceleration, or 

Hmjever, some use was also made-of the eqression for the load in 
terns of effective angle of attack at the tail; that is 
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where, approximately, . 

'The form of equation (1)is particularly useful in the resent 
case because both th3 parameter dCn/dp and the factor J$, xv P 
were derivable from flight restits as shown subsequently herein and 
also,because the maximum loads could be defined when only the value 
of mximum yawing acceleration 5; and the maximum angle of sideslip 
A/3 were known. 

FEEXJLTS AND DISCTJSSION - Sm5>Y FLIGhT 

Wings level.- The per-tine& data obtained from tests with 
wings level aro'showri plotted in figures 6 and 7. Egure 5 ehowe 
tho variation witii epeed of the amount of rudder, elevator, and 
sideslip angle required to maintain wings level for pcwer on and 
power off. Figure 7 shows the variation of t:e normal-fcrce 
coefPicients over the fin, rudder, and total vertical tail, and 
the spanwise variation of center of load on the fin with speed. 
These curves are typical for a single-engine air@.no. The 
variations shown in figures 6 and 7 are caused by the effects 
of propeller rotation in producing a twisting slipstream and by 
a direct asymn;stric thrust due to the inclined proseller.. With 
power cff the variations are probably the result of a windmilling 
propeller , particularly at speeds lower than 200 miles per hour, 
where the amount of blade adgustment possible is insufficient to 
maintain the rotation of the constant-speed propeller. The spanwise 
center of load on the fin moves outboard.with decreasing'speed 
but, from consideration of the loads, thi5 movement with wings 
level 15 not very significant because of the small bending mo33nts 
involved. 

Steady sideslip,.- Steady-sideslip datE: are presented in 
table I and in figures 8 to 12. The data are shown as incrslllental. 
values measured from tie condition with wings level. 

Figure 8 presents the changes in rudder deflection, rudder 
pedal force, and elevator deflection required for changes in 
sideslip measured from the wiws-level trim value. The increlclents 
in pedal force are shown as pedalkorce factors, which. are obtained 
by dividing the pedal force by the @na~ic pressure so that the 
data from all speeds nay be combined. The change in elevator angle 
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required with a change in sideslip results from a change in tile 
pitching moment of the airplane with aideslip. The variation of 
rudder angle with angle of sideslip is seen to be approximately 
linear throughout the speed range. Figme 9 presents the variaticn 
of the normal-force coefficient with sideslip for the rudder, 
fin, and total.vertiaal tail surface. The variations shown-are 
consistent with t% trends, of figure 8. The rate of chewup of 
normal-force coefficient on the vertical tail with ari&G of 
sideslip 

0 
d3 
W is used to define tha load required on the 

vertical tail t: balance the unstable yawing moment of the wing- 
fuselage configuration. From this value the -p&aster dCn/dP 
may be obtained as 

Figure'10 presents Isometric views of the pressure distribution 
over the vertical tail at various incremental values of sideslip 
for gower on at an airspeed of 220 miles per hour. The spanwise 
load distributions on the fin and rudder correa@%ding to the 
isometric diagrams of figure 10 are shown in figure 11. 

Pigure 12 shows the variation of ,spanwise center of load on 
the fin with change in sideslip frara-the wings-level trim value at 
airspeeds of 100, 160, and 220 miles per hour. Kith change in 
sideslip from the wings-level condition, according to figure 12, 
an inboard movement of the spanwise center of load occurs which 
is probably a result of the displacement of the tail from the region 
of greatest fuselage boundary leyer. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION - RUIXOEZ KKXS 

Time Histories 

Data pertaining to the rudder kicks are plotted in figures 13 
to lcl. The data fur-all the rudder kicks are shown in tables II 
and III. Before a detailed analysis of the loads is made; ?t 
would be of value to note the general nature of the airplane motion 
and the sequence of events. For this ppvmse typical time histories 
of the measurements are shown in figures 13 to 18. 
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Figures 13 and 15 present the tinrs histories of right and 
left rudder kicks, respectively, made at airspeeds of 100, 200, 
and 300 tiles per hour with power on. The normal load on the fin, 
rudder, and total vertical tail,,surfaces associated wSth.these 
measurements are shown in figures'14 and 16. TFn;e histories 
for two rudder kicks applied aga>nst initial &e&y sideslips to 
the left and right made at airspeeds of 200 miles per hour 
are shown in figze 17 and corresponding normal loads on the 
vertical tail surfaces,' in figure 18. 

From a study of the time histories the following sequence of 
events and items of interest may be observed: 

(1) Before the maneuver is started the airplane is in steady 
trim flLght as indicated by the constant initial values of the 
variables. 

(2) After tie agplic.atXon of an abrupt pedal force a lag of the 
order of a fraction of a second occurs before the rudder begins to 
respond because of flexibility in the control systim. 

(3) The airplane yaws-as soon as the rudaer is deflected. 

(4) The greatest rate of change of yawing velocity (the maximum 
yawing acceleration) following the rudder deflection occurs before 
the value of sideslip has changed frcGm the trim condition. 

(5) The time interval from the start of the maneuver to the 
time the maxImum yawing velocity is reached ls,rougIily, inversely 
proportional to the airspeed. 

The time histories show that an appreciable amount of pitching 
is induced during the maneuver. With right rudder deflection 
the pitching is nose-down and with left-rudder deflection it is 
nose-up. The pitching is caused primarily by two effects; na~ly, 
the precessional mornant which results from yawing the propeller 
disk and the change in airplane pitching moment with sideslip. 
The precessional effect precedes the effect of sideslfp by a phase 
relation of approximately go0 since it depends upon the yawing 
velocity rather.than the an&e of yaw; also, the sign of the 
precessional pitching moment depends upon the dIrection of yawing; 
whereas the sign of the airplane pitching moment due to sideslip is 
negative regardless of sideslip direction, as is shown by the variation 
of elevator requiSed with sideslip (fig, 8). The net effects are 
additive for right rudder kicks and cancelling for left rudder ticks. 
This result explains the phase difference between the yaw%- 
velocity curve and the pitching-velocity curve for left and right 
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rudder kicks. The combined effects for right rudder kicks produce 
a decrement in vertical acceleration as high as approximately 1:/g 
at--the center of gravity, ae is indicated by figure 13(c). 

The time histories or &e loads on the vertical tail suMaces 
(figs. 14, 16, aa. 18) exhibit the same general characteristics as 

' the load variation on the horizontal tail following an abrupt 
elevator deflection. The first.significant feature is the load 
peak due to the abrupt-deflection of the rudder. This f'irstload- 
peak increment is termed the "doflectlon load" herein. The second 
feature indicated by the load time histories is the build-up of 
load in the opposite direction as the airplane responds to the 
unbalance created by tho control deflection. In seeking to assume 
a new static equilibrium position a,transient "overshoot' occurs, 
the magnitude of which is a function of the dynamic latiral stability 
of the airplane. The maximum balance load thus~consists of a statlc- 
balance trim value and a transient load. This second load peak 
increment is referred to as the "dynamic load." 

The load variation with time on the rudder and f!.n shows that 
the rudder carries most of the deflection load; whereas the fin 
carries most of tie.dynamic load. _ 

The deflection load and dynamic load will be discussed separately, 
use being made of the breakdcwn of the load into the component 
necessary to balance the unstable y-awing moment of-the wing-fuselage 
combination and that associated with the yawing acceleration. 
(See section entitled '?4ETHOE.") A time history of the component 
of load due to each factor and a comparison of the combined effects 
with the measured vertical--tall loads is shown in figure 19 for 
flight lla, run 1. As ex acted, the agreementis particularly good 
since the parameter dCn d/3 {as already shown) and the factor P 
Iz/xv were deteMnined with the aid of experiment& results. The 
details of determining Q/xv will-be given in the following section. 

Fn the subsequent discussion the definitions illustrated'in 
figur6'20 nay be helpful. 

Bflection Load 

General relations.- In the deflection load, as shown in fi@re 19, 
the component of load necessary to balance the tistable wing-fuselage 
moments in sideslip is absent and the deflection load is defined by 
the angulez-acceleration component only.-therefore: when the values 
of the first yawing acceleration %1, the moment of inertia of the 
airplane Iz, and the tail length xv are known, iA-19 load my be 
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determinea by ” 

This relation 
acceleration 

the relation , 

is shown in figure 21 in,tiich the maximum yawing 
ijtl is seen to be linearly related to the experimentally 

determined deflection load. This curve, then, is an experimental 
determination of the factor Iz/xv* Inasmuch as figure 21 shows 
that such a definitz relationship exists,it will be used in the 
subsequent analysis to determine the deflection load from the 
value of yawing acceleration only. This relationship permits 
determination of tail loads by use of ~JEI rudder-kick gata 
presanted in table 111 for which direct.tail load measurements were 
not available. . 

As an introduction to the facto&which affect the magnitude 
of the deflection load', it is convenient to consider two extremes 
of control manipulation, iero and infinite rates of rudder deflection. 
When the rate of rud.&er deflection is zero,or very slow the airplane * 
will &Just itself to a new static equilibrium position as each 
infinitesimal increlnsnt of unbalance is impressed and the deflection 
load will be zero regardless of the amount of control deflection 
or the airplane stability or mass characteristics. When the rate 
of rudder deflection is infinite, however, because of the inertia 
about the Z-axis, the lift is experienced before the airplane can 
respond and the deflection loail becomes approximately equal to 
that on an isolated tail with a velue corresponding to the emount 
of control deflection attained, that is, 

For actual cases, where the rate of deflection is between zero and 
infinity, the deflection load'is dependent upon the rate of 
deflection, am&nt.of deflection, and the response characteristics of 
the airplane. 

For an airplane of given characteristics the amount of control 
deflection that can be applied and the response characteristics of 
the airplane are, in general, fixed so that it beconuss convenient to 
consider the rate of control deflection.as the srime determinant of 
the deflection load. The deflection loed thus involves a determination 
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of (1) the &mum rate of control deflection the pilot employs and 
(2) the load. corresponding to this &mum rate. 

Rate of control deflection. - ..- From the many rudder kicks performed 
in-this investigation some information was obtained which pertained 
to the rate at which the controls were deflected. It is to be 
emphasized that theso are the rates that the pilot actually used, 
which may or may not be those of-which he is physically capable. 

Data pertaining to the maximum rat& at which the pilot deflects 
the rudder is shown in figures 22(a), 23(a), ti 2&(a) for kicks 
made from the wings-level condition and in figures 22(b), 23(b), 
and 24(b) for kicks against an initial sideslip 

In figure 22(a), the rates of control deflection are shown 
plotted against airspeed for all rudder kicks made from the wings- 
level condition and in figure 23(a) the rates are plotted against 
the maximum incremental pedal force. The faired lines in figure 23(a) 
define the envelope of the maximum rate of control deflection 
attained. The maximum rate-of-deflection is not&d to decresse with 
increase of pedel force; or amount of resistance to deflection. 
This result is in agreement wi"& the results of tests made on the 
ground to de.tez&ne the rates of elevator deflection used by a 
number of pilots (reference 7). On the basis of-the relation 
indicated in figure 23(n), the eylvelope describing the maxiimxr~ 
rate (fig. 22(a),) can be explained by the amount of resistance 
encountered. -For instance,, the r8.t~ of control deflection is 
greatest for the condition of pa= off and low speed. 

In figure 24(a) the ratio of rateof control deflection and 
amount of control deflection is plotted against speed for power on 
and power off. This figure shows that the ratio $$%jr approaches 
an upper limit of Lo; the reciprocal of this ratio signifies that 
the minimum time to reach the highest control deflection the pilot 
can attain at each flight condi.tion,is a constant equal to 0.1 second. 
The conclusion that the ratio -A6,& is a constant may be deduced 
from the fact that both the msximum amount of deflection the pilot 
cm attain, A$, and the maximum rate of deflection, &,., are 
proportional to the same factor {the pedal force). It should be 
pointed out here that the rate of ccsntrol~~dePlec@,on br used.in 
the ratio is the maximti measured. during each rudder kick (see 
symbols) so tnat the minimum time value is derived from values of 
the ratio,which are themselms minimums. 

Similar data obtained from the rudder lcicks against an initial 
sidesliP are presented superimposed on the data obtained from kicks 
made from the wings-*level condition in figures 22(b), 23(b), and 24(b). 
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It is shown in both figures 22(b), and 23(b) that the rates of 
deflection sre higher than the maximums defined by the envelope for 
the data for rudder kicks from the wings-level condition. This 
result is obtained because the increment in pedal force is nusasured 
from the initial sideslip value, which in this case is an untrizznsd 
value, so that a resistance to deflection is indicated that is 
higher than actually exists,i Actually, the rudder tends to move 
toward the trim position of its own accord when the pilot releases 
it to apply opposfte rudder. Figure 2&(b) shows that the time to 
reach the msximum rudder deflection is the same constant value as 
that obtained by rudder +clcs from the wings-level condition. In 
this case, the greater rates are evidently balanced by a greater 
increment of control deflection. 

Deflection load associated with maxim rate of control.- 
The mextiwn deflection load per unit rudder deflection is shown 
plotted against dynemic pressure in figure 25 and is compared with 
the value computed from the geometric, parsmeters of the tail'for 
831 inf,inite rate of .deflection. The loads with power onare 
shown to be greater than the compubd values at the lower spseds 
due to the fact that for the computed values the dynamic pressure 
at the tail.was,assumed to be equal to the free-stream dynamic 
pressure. At hi& speeds the actual maximum load eqerienced is 
almost 100 percent of that for en infinite rate of control 
deflection for this airplane. 

In figure 26(a) the theoretical effect of rate of rudder 
movement on the deflection load is shown. The computations were 
made for the linesr-me control deflection by tie method indicated 
in reference 5. The figure shows the deflection load. in percent of 

As, the load for ao infinite rate of deflection - = 0 plotted 

against the time to reach maximum deflection (&r/6,). For the 
maximum rate of control deflection used by the pilot (a &.nimum 
time to reach maximum deflection of 0.1 set) the load at 100 miles 
per hour is almost equal to that for an infinite rats of deflection. 
At higher speeds the rate becomes more critical in that the 
airplane responds more rapidly; however, even at a speed of 
300 miles per hour the deflection load for a control deflection 
completed in 0.1 second is approxfknately 95.percent of that for 
an infinite rate. As previously m%M.on.ed, the value of 0.1 second 
is based upon a linear-type control deflection which has a constant 
rate equal to the measured maximum rate. The assumed control 
deflection compared with a typical flight control deflection is 
shown in figure 26(b). 
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DynamicLoRd 

General relat&ng,- In figure 19, time histories of the component 
of load on the tail associated with the e~-~@.lar acceleration snd the 
component due to sideslip are shown for one run, together with a 
comparison of the tm histories of the supmr;ation of the components 
and the imeasured veALcal.-tail load. In figure 27 the lilsasured 
dynamic loads -are shown.compared with .the load comp~+~I from the 
relation 

AN =d5*pqs L ",.C Iz I. 
v2. dP XV xv* 

2 

The data for rudder kicks against sideslip (fig. 27(b)) are 
noted to have a sli&tly different slope from those of rudder 
kicks from the wings-level oondition (fig. 27(a)). The difference 
is presmd to bs a result of differences in theaction of 
secondcary effects such as'dsmFin& in roll or linear acceleration. 
The comparisons, however, indicate that for the test airplane the 
equation adequately represents the dynamio-loads data. Thus the 
dynamic load following a rudder kick may be easily deterimined if 
the maxim value of sideslip A@ and yawing acceleration 3, 
are available. 

SOW further discussion is'needed.regarding the factors which 
affect the angle of sideslip and the angular acceleration attained'. 

Angle of sideslix.- For stiady aideslips the amount-of sidealip 
attained by a given rudder angle is pro~ortions.1 to the factor 
d.p/ds, (fig. 8). In abrupt-rudder klcks, however, for an airplane 
with less than critical dudping, a transitory angle of sideslip 
which is greater than the final steady sideslip will occur.. For 
the case of zero directioF1 damping szd.sn abrupt rudder deflection, 
this trmsitory angle of aideslip would mount ~CI twice the stsau- ' 
state va,lue of sideslip for the s&me rudderangle or 2(dp/d$). 

The test amlane has low directional damping (as do most 
conventional airplanes) so that an overshoot resulting in a 
magnification factor of 1.5 to 2.0 over the sl~ady-state value is 
to be expected. An approximate value of this factor for the test 
airplane may be obtained from figure 28(a) which shows a plot of the 
ratio of angle of sideslip reached in rudder M&e to the value 
which wl3uld be reached in steady sideslips with the same rudder 
tie- At speeds of 100 and 200 miles per hour the full 
magnification factor is not- reached beoauss the rudder generally is 
reversed before the maneuver has continued lbng enough for the 
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potential sideslip angle to be realized. The early rudder reversal 
relative to the tm of msximum sidealip is shown.ln the time 
historiesof the rudder kicks made .at low speed (see fig. -13) and 
the computed effect of various times of rudder reversal on the 
sideslip reached is shown in figure 28(b). At 300 miles per hour 
the rudder, in genera&, was held long enou& for the full sideslip 
to be realized so that the magnification factor of approximately 1.5 
obtained at this speed is believed to be neer the true value for the 
teat airplane. 

An@ar acceleration.- The -maximum angulez acceleration 5 
made ?& of the superposition of a component that is proportio l-la? 2" 
the emount of overshoot and a component resulting from the reversal 
of the rudder. The ccpgonent d.rm to the amount of overshoot depends 
upon the amount of damping, being zero for the case of cr&tical 
dsmping snd equal to the deflection sngulez acceleration @l for 
zero damping: The component of an@.&% acceieration &us to rudder 
reversal is dependent upon the rata and amount of, control deflection 
in the am ma;tlllsr as is the deflection sngulsr acceleration. 
If the reversal deflection has the same rate end amount as the 
initial deflection (U-type rudder manipulation) the reversal 
component would exactly equal the deflection angular acceleration vl. 

The two parts making up the yawing acceleration 3 
indicated in figure 29 in which the tige histories of tfi 

are 
e load 

associated 'with the yawing acceleration only exe shown for two 
rudder kicks in which the rudder was returned to zero efter different 
time intervals. The tFme history for run 5 indicates the maximum 
angular acceleration without the reversal whereas in run 6 the 
rudder was reversed at tie time of maximum sideslip so that the 
maximum yawing acceleration includes the effect of rudder reversal. 
From this figure it is evident that the rudder kick in which the 
meneuver was stopped earlier results in higher loads-because of the 
superposition of the two yawing-acceleration components near the 
tti'of their maximuii values. 

In order to indicate the likelihood with which the an&er 
accelerations superimpose at their maxi- valuea, the ratio of the 
second -peak angular acceleration to the first peak T2/$l is 
shown plotted against speed in figure 30(a). In general, an approach 
of the ratio to a factor of 2 would indicate that the angular 
acceleration components superimposed at their peaks; without the 
reversal component $@e ratio would be less than 1.0 since the over- 
shoot component of $ 

aE 
alone will always be less than the deflection 

value. Strictly spe ing this value is obtained only for a U-type 
control mani@.ation snd, as indicated by some high values of the 
ratio (as high as 2.45), the rudder was returned past the trim 
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position in some cases. The time histories (figs. 13 and'15) '. 
indicate. however, that;altho@ the rudder reversal was made at 
rates and amounts sometimes &reater and sometImea less than the 
.inittlal rudder kick, the U-type manipulation represents an avera& 
type. '. 

The computed effect of the ti?ne interval during wh%h the rudder 
is held upon the manner of su~rpoaltion of the angular acceleration 
components is shown In fi&are 30(b). 

The data of figure 30(a) show "&at at 300 miles per hour the 
average of the components of angular acceleration due-to cvorshoot 
and rudder reversal superimpose neer their maximum values and 
also tnat the U-type rudder manipulation is not an unduly conservative 
one as is sometimes felt 92 the specifZcation of control motions. 

'Estimate of rne.xW~~~ value for9namic load from.fli@t$+&.- .-- --.--- --- 
An approximate formuIi?or the estimation of the order of magnitude 
of the dynsmic lot& would assist in assessing $he reI.ative significance 
of the factors involved. For this >urpose the expression for the 
load on the vertical tal.1 in terms of an effective angle of attack 
is most oonven~snt; that is. .' 

. 
yv - 

. 
. , 

This expression is adequate when maximum values are considered inasmuch 
as the angular velocity is zero at the tim of meximti 
sidewash factor msy be asswned to be zero. 

f3; also the 

The angle of sideslip attained in a rudder kick may be written as 
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where dp/dEr is the measured slope as obtained from steady 
sideslips and k is a magnification factor which as noted previously 
would range from a value of.1 for a critically damped airplane to 
a value of 2 for zero damping. Thus, 

For the critical case of a rudder reversal at the tti of' 
dC m3xinnmdyllaulic load the term - 

G) 2 
'$qS, is added to the 

expression. If the reversal is ass*Ld to be made-at an infinite 
rate and to be equal to the initial deflection, the load becomes 

For the ti St air@- dp/dsr is approxtitely equal to 1.5 
(fig. 8) end as an upper-limit value, k = 2.0. The comparison of 
the-measured load with the load computed from the 
formula is shown by the line in figure 31. 

approximate 

Load Distribution 

In order to furnish a general picture of the distribution of 
load during a rudder kick, isometric views of the pressure distribution 
over the vertical tail during right and left rudder kicks are shown 
in figure 32. The figure shows the distributions on the vertical 
tail for steady flight, the time of msxfmum deflection load, an 
intermediate point in the maneuver, and the the of maximum dynamic 
load. It can be seen from this figure and the time histories (figs. 14, 
16, and 18) that the rudder carries most of the deflection load end 
that the fin carries most of the WC load. As regerds the 
chordwise distribution of load, all types of distributions appear 
to occur during the rudder kick. The deflecteon load represents 
the zero-yaw full-rudder load; the intermediate point during the 
maneuver is the balance-t‘ype load, axtd the maximum dynanlc loed is 
a high angle-of-attack type, of load, tith high leading-edge pressures. 

Dmribution of load between rudder and fin.- Further information .-- 
on the distribution of the load between the r&?&r end fin is given 
in figures 33 and 34. A compsrison of the ma@tude of the deflection 
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load on the rudder with that on the total vertical tail is shown 
in figure 33(a) for rudder l;iClCS from the wdngs-level conditiion 
and in figure 33(b) for rudder kicks aga5nst initial sideslip'. As 
shown by the time histories of figures 14 and 16 the maximum 
deflection load on the rudder occurs after the mz~lmum on the 
total vertical tail so that the load va$uss plotted in-figure 33 dc 
not necessarily occur at the saw time. Worn figure 33, the load 
on the rudder la found to be approximtely,equ& to the total 
deflection load. For the high loads which w8re attained at 300 miles 
per hour the rudder deflection load is actually greater than that 
on the total vertical tail. This condition results from a combination 
of the lower rate of control deflection with the more rapid 
airplane response, with the consequence that the ai~lane starts to 
yaw before the rudder has coxqleted fts travel. The yawing velocity 
ixposes a load on the fin that is op~oefte to "&e rudder load and 
results in a lower net load on the tail; This effect is illustrated 
in figure 32 by the higher ~rossures on the rudder at an Intermediate 
point during the maneuver rather than at the tLmsDf maximum 
vertical-tail defleotfon load. 

A comparison of the dynamic load c.arried by the fin with 
that carried by the total vertical tail is shown in figure 34(a) 
for rudder kicks from the wings-level condition and in figure 34(b) 
for rudder-kicks against s-be&v sideslip. The fin la shown to 
carry approximately 90 percent of the WC load in rudder kicks 
from the wings-level condition end about 100 percent=of the dynamic 
load in kicks a@xst sideslip. When the fin oamies a load greater 
than 100 percent, the total load includes a rudder load in a 
direction opposite to that on the fin. .- 

Spanwise and ohordwfse load distribution.- The spanwise-load 
distri"Ejutions on the fin at thex?z&m-fin load and on 
the rudder at the time of maximum rudder load are presented in 
figure 35 for power on and figure 37 for power off for the most 
severe ruclder kicks made in each direction and at each -best speed. 
The symbols in these-m-figures are used to distin@.sh ohordlfise-load 
points of two runs having approximately the ss3~ value of load. 
The chordwise pressure distributions over rib V (fig. 5) obtained 
at timea corresponding to the timss for which the smise load 
distributions are shown are presented in figures 36 and 38. 

F~~LUW 39 shows that the spa;nwise center of load on the fin 
varies slightly depending upon the direction of-kick as well ae 
upon the airspeed. On an average, the spaWise .conter of load is 
10 percent farther outboard than the air-load distribution for 
which the surfaces were designed. --- - 

L 
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The chordtise-load distributions in figures 36 and 38 show that 
(except at &u airspeed of 100 mph) the mexm fin load is,in general, 
associated with a small value of load on the rudder, whereas the 
maximum rudder load occurs during an Interm&iate point in the 
maneuver when the fin has some load due to yawing. 

toad Diagrams 

The construction of load diagrajils for the vertical. tail 
surfaces may be mde by the use of the foregoing results. For 
instance, the deflection load was shown to be critical for the 
rudder. At high speeds the total deflection load was less than 
the loed for an infinite rate of control deflection (see fig. 25) 
but the load on the rudder Gas greater than 100 percent of the 
deflection load end it Is,therefore reasonable to as- that the 
critical rudder load may be .eiual to the tot&L deflection load at 
an infinite rate of control deflection. Thus, 

In figure bO(&) t'ne lcad- computed by this equation is shown to 
compare well with the maximum values of measured rudder loads. . 

The dynamic load was found to be critical for the fin. The 
load on the fin may be expressed as some fraction ,K of the 
dymmic load. The factor K nay be detetined from the @ometrio 
characteristics of the tail for the assuqtion of a mothetical 
control notion in wHich the ru&der is returned to zero at the time 
of niiimum sideslip; that is 

. 

. 

For the test air@ane the factor. K for this condition was 
shown to be 90,percent in rudder kooks from the wings-level 
condition (fig: 34(a)). 
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In figure 40 this relation is shown on the basis of the load 
per-degree rudder deflection against dynaWc pressure, along with 
sxgerimental values. In the calculations the ma@fication factor 
was assuaed to be 2 .O and do = 1.5. 

r 

The load diagram in fi.m 41 was constructed from the 
preceedinc formulas. The dashed lines show computed loads for two 
pedal-forces and the points regreaent the largest experim3nt-d. 
valuea obta!ned at eqtivalent airdpeods of 200 and. 300 r?ilea*per 
hour. 

REXTILTS AM) DZSCWSION - FISHTAIL 

Vertical-tail failures have occurred on military airplanes 
during evasive action or fishtail maneuvers. Some concrern has 
therefore been expressed about including the fishtail. maneuver as 
a critical desim condition because the weight penalty for adequate 
s*&?ength was considered prohibitive. -In adtitian, there was for 
a time cm lqu?esslon amow somedesigners that tie vertical tail 
could fail on any air@ane ifthe rudder were deflected in a sinusoidal 
ma-ma- at the natural frequency of the airplane. A specification I 
ae to how far the maneuver was to be conttiued consequently seemed 
to be 5n order. For this purpose, an analagous system which is 
familiar in simple dyn%~~Lcs may be used to furnish useful iizforiition 
concerntiE the fishtail I;?BpBuvers. -. 

Considerations from S9rtgle Dyne.Mcs 

As was pointed out in reference 5, the fishtail maneuver can 
be assumed to be a flat yawing maneuver so that the solution to 
this problem tight be equivalent to that for a linear single- 
spring eystem. A brief review of w~3ll-known results of the spring 
system from simple dynamics will therefore furnish a useful back- 
ground. The curves shown ti figure 42 (taken from reference 8) 
apply to the case of an external sinusoidal force acting upon the 
spring system. 

Bigure 42(a) shows the amplitude magniiication factor plotted 
against the ratjo, of the frequency of the imzgressed force to the 
natural frequency of the system for sys+;ems hav& cilfferent ratlos 
of dtiping to critical dagging. III figure 42(b) the phase relation 
between the Urgeseed force and the am~lritude is presented for the 
8s~~ conditions. In terms of what ha-gpens Fri the fishtail-maneuvers 
the folloting observations may be made from this figure. 
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(1) For 811 airplane with some dam@.ng the sideslip (or amplitude) 
magnification will reach a finite equilibrium value even for the 
case of a rudder oscillation having the sag= frequency as the airplane. 
The amount of magnification is dependent upon the ratio of the 
&aping to the critical damping and; cf course, upon the frequency 
at which the rudder is deflected relative to the natural frequency 
of the airplane. 

(2) The rudder angle (or forcing function) is out of phase with 
the angle of sideslip (or amplitude) by an amount depending upon 
the amount of relative dE!ZQlng. At resonance, however, the phase 
relation is always yO". Zor resonance, therefore, for a perfect 
fishtail, the rudder angle will be zero at the time of maximum 
sideslip and maxims at the point 02 zero sideslip. 

It should be noted at this Boint that these curves could have 
been derived. in terms of loads in which case the magnifications of 
figure 42(a) would then be expressed in terms of load magnifioation. 
For the case where the- impressed frequency is the ssme a3 the 
airplane frequency, in which case the rudder deflection would be 
zero at the time of maximum side'slip (fig. k(b)) the expression 
for the load qn a fishtail mar~uver would become 

AN % 
v2 

= -fl - 
i”> 

qsv 
df3 v 

- Analysis of Tests 

The results obtained during the fishtail investigstion are 
given in table IV, The first eight of these fishtails were slightly 
artificial since the pilot deliberately tried to obtain high tail 
loads, whereas the last four were made in as natural end comfortable 
a manner as possible. 

The first set of maneuvers was intended to show how critics1 
the maneuver could be if the pilot deliberately tried to work the 
rudder Control at the 8am frequency as the airplane frequency in 
order to reach high angles of yaw. The time histories of these 
maneuvers are presented in figures 43 and 44 for the power-on and 
power-off maneuver3 made at 150 3&t 200 miles ner hour, respectively. 
In figure 45 are presented power-on and Bower-off fishtail manmyers 
in whioh the pilot kicked the rudder again& the,swing at the 'point 
of maxlmum yawing velocity. All of theso maneuvers (figs. 43 to 45) 
were very uncomfortaUe to the pilot because 02 the severe pitching 
which resulted. 
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The second set of tests consisted of the fishtail mensuvers 
In which a d!.fferent pilot perforrrasd a mild fishtail maneuver in 
as comfortable a manner as possible. These maneuvers are pre~cnted 
ln fims k6 and 47 at speeda of 200 and 250 miles per hour 
and 300 and 350 miles per hour, respectively. 

A study of the time hiatorieo of the f3shtail maneuvars yielde 
the following;: 

(1) The maneuvers in which the pilot wae free to coordinate 
the controls ulmw that the pitching was very much lest, with the 
result that the maneuver was not particularly uncomfortable. 

(2) Within only otie cycle of rudder motion the loads attain 
values close to the maximum measured during the whole maneuver. 

'(3) As the maneuver continues, the load. on the rudder.tends to 
bear the gO* phase relation with the load on the'fin. This roeult 
is expected frown fl@n?e 42(b) for the condition of resonance. 

(4) The abru--t rudder deflection applied a&ins-t the maximum' 
velocity of swing results in hi& rudder loads (Pig. kj). If.the 
rudder ia moved against the airplane swing, the @.aso relation of 
the rudder and fin loads is disturbed.so that the loada become 
additive. 

gkequency of rudder qeration with relation to frequency of. --.--- 
airplane-. -. -.. One of the pointa of. interest in the fi&tsil te;estGaas 
to note whather, aa might be expected, the.pilot tend+ to move the 
rudder in phase with the alrpla,ne frequency. In-order to.obtain 
the averaga rudder frequency for each maneuver, the actual control 
manipulation wafl arbitrarily approximated b,v a sine function. The 
rudder control deflections for all l.2 run6 are shown In figure 48 
in nondimenMona1 form; the actu& control deflection was divided 
by the amplitude of the rjine curve used in the agproxtition of the 
motion. Tho'aesumed sine curves are also Bhown. The natural 
frequency, fn, of the airplane was com.@ted frm the expression 

where Kl and K2 are determined from the aerodynemlc characteristics 
of the airplane and are defined by equation (2) of reference 5, 
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Inasmuch as the period, l/fn, is a more usual wq~ of plotting 
the airplane response, the data are shown plojAed in that menner in 
figure 49. From this figure it is seen that the fishtail maneuvers 
made by the pilot when his actions were unrestricted (symbols with 
tails) were as close to the afrplane period as thosa mmeuvere in 
which he attemdtid to work tie controls at the came period as the 
airplane. Although the control deflections are irregular, the 
results indicate that the pilot does tend to work the controls Zn 
,phase with the airplane frequency in performing a fishtail. 

C_omppa;risons between laeasured end estimated load.- A comparison 
of the measured loads with those computed on the basis of tbte theory 
of flat yawing (reference 5) is presentid in figure 50, which shows 
the mexim~~ tail load measured $er degree of rudder deflection during 
each run. Mean amplitudes of rudder deflection were used to obtain 
the experimental values of load per degree. Also included in 
figure 50 is a line corresponding to the load per degree ;L9or a 
control motion in which the rudder was assumed to be ret;urmd ko 
trim at the tti of maximum sideslip. Figure 50 shows that the loads 
measured during the fishtails did not reach the cquted resonant 
value but were more neagly eq.ue.1 to the values given by the equation 
representing the hypothetical U-tp control motion. 

Load D1strTbutions 

The fishtail maneuvers, as indicated by simple dynamics, yield 
an angle-of-attack load with rudder at zern deflection plus a 
zero-yaw full-rudder load according to the phase relations indicated 
by figure 42(b). 

Figure 51 presents the spanwise load distrfbutions over the 
rudder and fin at various t-s during the power-on ffshtail 
maneuvers of figures 43, 44, and 45. The spanwise and chordwise 
load distributions and chordwise load diBtribUtiOIIS over ri3 V 
during the fishtails of figures 46 and 47 are presented in figures 52 
and 53, respectively- Figure 54(a) presents the center of load 
on the fin at the timss of maximum loads on the fin during the 
fishtail. Also, for illustrati,ve purposes, time histories of the 
centar-of-load variation during the fishtails of figures 46 and 47 
are presented in 54(b). 

C0i!ELus10E3 

The COllClUSimS are grouped under the g3rBral subject heading 
from which they were derived. 
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First load -peals following a rudder Isick (deflection I.oad).- , 

1. The deflection ioad os$ be deter&&d&?-th sufficient 
accWacy by the product of-the moment of ine&ia and the first 
maximum yawing acceleration divj.ded by the tail length. 

2. The minimum time uSed by the pilot to attain the maximum 
rudder-deflection 'at each flight condition azwers to be a constant. 

3. The deflection load on the vertioel tail of the test 
airplane reaohes values close to those for an Q5Mte rate of 
control deflection. 

_S_econd load peak following a rudder .Id$k (dynamic load).- 

1. The dynamic load can be deteritined.with eufflcient accuracy 
by the Bum of the component of load necessary tc.balance the unstable 
yawing moment of the wing-fuselage combZ.nation in sideslip and the 
component of load due to esgular acceleration in yaw. 

2. After the initial rudder kick tile return of.the rudder 
t0 trim was, in general, tide at the time Of ZEkXimUm sideslip so 
that the load due to abrupt reversal of the rudder ~8 euper- 
iKpO8ed at the time of maxi::uzI overshoot load. 

. 

3. A rational approximate formula based upon a U-tne control 
deflection satisfactorily expresses the upper limit value of 
the measured dynamio loads for this air;llane. This formula is in. 
terms of the sideslip..rudder ratio from stew,-flight results and 
a iiIa@IifiGa%iOII factor which considers the amount of directional 
damping in the airpJ-ane. 

Load dlstxibutions... 

1. The critical loads on the rudder are associated with the 
deflection load. The deflection load on the rudder is approx4matel.y 
equal to the total deflection load on'the tall. 

.- 
2. The critical lo@s, on the fin are associ&ed wli% the . 

dyn~?c load on the tail. The upper limit of’ th& &aeured dyne&c 
loads on the fin is satisfactorily expressed as the fraction of 
the total dynamk load which would be carried for the rudder at zero. 

3, At the time of maxim f3n load the span&e center of 
load on the fFn is 10 percent~fart&er outboa& t&tn.the design 
airload dlstributIon. ' 
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Fishtail maneuvers.- . 
1. The maximum loads measured during the fishtailmeneuvers 

were no greater than those which would reEiult from a hypothetical 
U-type rudder kick in which the rudder 18 returned to zero a% the 
time of msximm sideslip. 

2. As might be expected the pilot tendo.to work the rudder 
in phase with the natural frequency of the airplane. 

3. At resonance'the rudder angle and sidealip angle 858 90' 
out of phase so that at maxima aideslip the rudder deflection is 
zero and the load is proportional to the sideslip an&e. 

4. An abrupt stopping action in which the rudder 5s kiclced 
against the swing results in high rudder loads, If the control is 
worked against the airplane swing, the phase relation between the 
rudder and fin loads ie disturbed 80 that the loade become additive. 

I&q&&y MemorFal Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory CoLmmLttee for Aeronautics 

Lanaey Field, Va., April 9, 1947 
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NACA TN No. 1394 Fig. 1 

(a) One-quarter front view. 

(b) Side view. 

Figure l.- Photographs of test a.irplane. 
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Figure 2.- Three-view drawing and list of geometric characteristics of test airplane. lsl 
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Figure 3.- Plan form of vertical tail used on test airplane and profiles of the airfoil sections 
around which pressure orifices were distributed. 



NACA ‘I?N No. 1394 Fig. 4 

(a) Profile of fairing. 

(b) Side view of fairing. 

Figure 4.- Photographs of vertical tail showing profile and . 
plan form of protuberance caused by fairing over pressure 
lilies. 
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Figure 5.9 Location of orifices at which pressures were measured. 



Fig. 6 NACA TN No. 1394; 
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Figure 6.- Variation with equivalent airspeed of rudder and elevator 
control deflections and angle of sideslip required to maintain 
wings level with power on and power off. 

. 



NACA TN No. 1394 Fig. 7 

0 Power on 
q Power off 

Figure 7.- Variation with equivalent airspeed of normal-force 
coefficients on surfaces of vertical tail for wings in level flight 
with power on and power off and variation of spanwise center 
of pressure on fin. 



Fig. 8 NACA TN No. 1394. 
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Figure 8.- Variation of increments of rudder and elevator control 
deflections and pedal-force factor with incremental change in 
sideslip measured from wings in level flight with power on and 
power off. 



NACA TN No. 1394 Fig. 9 
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Figure 9.- Change of vertical tail, fin, and rudder normal-force 
coefficients with change in sideslip angle measured from 
wings-level condition with power on and power off. 



Fig. 10 NACA TN No. 1304 

NATIONAL ADVISORY 
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Figure 10. - Isometric views of pressure distribution over vertical 
tail surface at various increments of sideslip for wings in level 
flight at 220 miles per hour and with power on. 
coefficient, 0.28; T, = 0.03; Qc = 0.004. 

Airplane lift 
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Figure 11~ Spanwise load distributions on fin and rudder, corresponding 
to the isometrics of figure 10. 
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Fig. 12 NACA TN No. 1394 

46 

Figure 12.- Variation. of spanwise center of pressure on fin with change 
in sideslip from wings-level condition at V, = 100, 160, and 
220 miles per hour with power on. 
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Figure 13.- Time histories of three abrupt rudder kicks to the right 
made at V, = 100, 200, and 300 miles per hour with power on. 



Fig. 14 NACA TN No, 1394 
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Figure 14.- Time histories of normal forces on vertical tail surfaces 
for right rudder kicks of figure 13. 



NACA TN No, 1394 Fig. 15 
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‘Figure 15.- Time histories of three abrupt rudder kicks to the left made 
at Ve = 100, 200, and 300 miles per hour with power on. 



Fig. 16 NACA TN No. 1394 
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Figure 16.- Time histories of normal force on vertical tail surfaces 
for left rudder kicks of figure 15. 
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Figure 17.- Time histories of left and right rudder kicks against 
left and right sideslips, respectively, at Ve = 200 miles per 
hour with power on. 



Fig. 18 NACA TN No. 1394 
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Figure 18.- Time histories of normal force on vertical tail surfaces 
for rudder kicks against initial sideslip of figure 17. 
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Figure 19.- Comparison of measured load on vertical tail with sum 
of component of load necessary to balance wing and fuselage 
moments and component associated with yawing acceleration for 
flight lla, run 1 (figs. 13 and 14). V, = 300 miles per hour. 



Fig. 20 NACA TN No. 1334 
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Figure 20. - Illustration of symb& used for slopes and 
incremental values. 
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Figure 21.- Relation between the maximum deflection load and the 
maximum angular acceleration in yaw. 



Figure 22.- Rates of rudder deflection used by pilot plotted against equivalent airspeed 
with power on and power off. 

. 
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Figure 23.- Rate of rudder deatim platted against lmmamtt of pedal farce used by pilot. 2 0~ 
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Figure %I.- Reciprocal of time to reach maximum rudder deflection against equivalent 
airspeed with power on and power off. 
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Fig. 26 NACA TN No. 1394 
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Figure 26.- Computed deflection load on vertical tail of test airplane 
in percent of load for infinite rate of deflection against time to 
reach final control deflection and comparison of typical control 
deflection with linear type assumed for computations. 
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Figure 2’7.- Comparison of measured dynamic load with dynamic load derived‘from angle of 
sideslip and yawing acceleration. 
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Figure 28.- Ratio of angle of sideslip in rudder kicks to value in 
steady sideslip for corresponding amount of rudder deflection 
plotted against equivalent airspeed and illustration of computed 
effect of the time of control reversal on sideslip angle reached. 



NACA TN No. 1394 Fig. 29 

Figure 29.- Comparison of load due to angular acceleration in yaw for 
two types of rudder manipulation in otherwise similar runs. 
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Figure 30.- Ratio of second and first maximum &gular accelerations 
plotted against equivalent airspeed and illustration of computed 
effect of time of control reversal on angular acceleration in yaw. 
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Figure 31.- Dynamic balance load per degree rudder deflection plotted against 
dynamic pressure. 
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Figure 32.- Isometric diagrams of pressure distributions over 
vertical tail during right and left rudder kicks. 

. 
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Figure 33. - Comparison of magnitude of deflection load on rudder 
with total deflection load on vertical tail in rudder kicks. 
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Figure 34.- Comparison of magnitude of maximum dynamic load 
on fin with total dynamic load on vertical tail in rudder kicks. 
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Figure 35~ Spanwise load distributions on the fin and rudder for 
the time of maximum load on each surface during rudder kicks 
at V, = 100, 200, 300 miles per hour with power on. 
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Figure 36.- Chxd Jise pressure distributions over rib V (see fig. 5) 
for spanwise load distributions of figure 35. 
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Figure 37.- Spanwise load distributions on the fin and rudder for the 
time of maximum load on each surface during rudder kicks at 
100, 200, and 300 miles per hour with power off. 
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Figure 38.- Chordwise pressure distributions over rib V (see fig. 5) 

for spanwise load distributions of figure 37. . 
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Figure 39;. Variation with equivalent airspeed of the spanwise center 
of load on the fin at the time of maximum fin load for most severe 
rudder kicks with power on and power off. 
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Figure 40. - Variation of load per degree rudder deflection with 
dynamic pressure, including estimated maximum loads for load on 
rudder and for load on fin. 
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Figure 41.- Diagram showing loads on rudder and fin plotted against 
equivalent airspeed. 
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Figure 42.- Curves from reference 12 showing magnification of 
amplitude for various ratios of damping to critical damping against 
the ratio of frequency of impressed force to natural frequency of 
system and phase lag between impressed sinusoidal force and 
amplitude. 

. 
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Figure 43~ Time histories of measurements recorded during power-on 
and power-off fishtails at 153 miles per hour. 
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Figure 44.- Time histories of measurements recorded during power-on 
and power-off fishtails at 200 miles per hour. 
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Figure 45.- Time histories of measurements recorded during power-on 
and power-off fishtails at 150 miles per hour in which pilot kicked 
rudder against the swing at point of maximum yawing velocity. 
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Figure 46.- Time histories of measurements recorded during mild 
fishtail maneuvers at 200 and 250 miles per hour with power on. 
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Figure 47.- Time histories of measurements recorded during mild 
fishtail mmeuvers at 300 and 350 miles per hour with power on. 
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Figure 48.- Comparison of rudder manipulations of all fishtails with 
sine curves. 
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Figure 49.0 Period of rudder motion compared with airplane period 
computed for rated power and power off. 
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Figure 50. - Variation of maximum measured vertical tail load per 
degree with dynamic pressure as compared with computed 
variation for condition of resonance. Dashed line represents 
variation for one cycle of U-type control manipulation. 
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Figure 51.- Spanwise load distributions over the rudder and fin at 
various times during the cower-on fishtails of figures 43,44, 
and 45. 
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Figure 5.X- Spanwise load distributions over fin and rudder and 
chordwise load distributions over rib V (see fig. 5) at times of 
maximum yaw for fishtails of figure 46. 
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Figure 53.- Spanwise load distributions over fin and rudder and 
chordwise load distributions over rib V (see fig. 5) at times of 
maximum yaw for fishtails of figure 47. 
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Figure 54.- Spanwise center of pressure on fin at time of maximuy ._. 
load on fin for all fishtail maneuvers against equivalent airspeed 
and time history of spanw.ise center of pressure during fishtail 
maneuvers of figures 46 and 47. 
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